
MY SUMMER WORK

Level 2 Acting



TASK

Initial Skills Audit

Rate yourself using (Red, Amber, Green) as to how 
confident you feel currently with the skills and 

techniques listed below

Use the comment box to evidence where you have 
used that particular skill already through your 

learning. Eg in a school/ amateur production/Acting 
lesson etc

Discipline Skill R/A/G Rating Comments          

Acting Script work and annotation 

Creating work in Groups

Movement /Physical 

Theatre/Dance

Creating solo work 

Learning lines 

Developing characters

Responding to direction

Improvisation 

Voice (diction, projection, 

accents)

Directing others

Stage combat

Camera technique



TASK

In a rehearsal and theatre setting you will be introduced to 

various acting techniques and terminology that will be useful 

for you to understand as an actor. See if you can match the 

key terms and methods to the explanations.

Match the key feature and explanation-

Key features

Hot Seating 

Table Work

Speed Run

Off-Book

Dialect 

Stanislavsky Technique 

Cue

SOLILOQUY

Explanation

A stage in rehearsal that means that all lines are learned, and 

the actor does not require their script but could need the 

occasional prompt

A rehearsal in which the actors delivers their lines and performs 

the action at a much faster pace to help fix lines in.

Monologue that usually represents the inner workings of one 

character’s perspective

This requires an actor to recall past experiences, memories and 

emotions to bring them into any given scene or character they 

are bringing to life.

A signal for an actor to act/begin

A regional accent that is often adopted by actors to make the 

role more specific to a background

A rehearsal exercise - Responding to questions from other 

group members, in character to develop role.

Setting the movement of a performance to ensure actors know 

where and when they need to be on the stage



TASK

Read and learn the monologue from Blood Brothers, try to 

use the dialect and physicality to portray your version of 

the character, then film your performance.

“I wish I was our Sammy, Our Sammy’s nearly ten. He’s got two worms and a catapult An’ he’s built a 

underground den. But I’m not allowed to go in there, I have to stay near the gate,‘Cos me Mam says I’m only 

seven, But I’m not, I’m nearly eight! 

I Sometimes hate our Sammy, he robbed me toy car y’know, Now the wheels are missin’an’the top’s broke 

off, An’ the bleedin’thing won’t go. An’he said when he took it, it was just like that, But it wasn’t, it was dead 

straight. But y’ can’t say nott’n when they think y’ seven, An’ y’ not, y’ nearly eight

I wish I was our Sammy, Y’ wanna see him spit, Straight in y’ eye from twenty yards An’every time a hit. He’s 

allowed to play with matches, And he goes to bed dead late,And I have to go at seven, Even though I’m 

nearly eight

Y’ know our Sammy, He draws nudey women, Without arms, or legs, or even heads In the baths, when he 

goes swimmin’.But I’m not allowed to go to the baths, Me Mam says I have to wait,‘Cos I might get drowned, 

‘cos I’m only seven,But I’m not, I’m nearly eight

Y’ know our Sammy, Y’ know what he sometimes does? He wees straight through the letterbox Of the house 

next door to us.I tried to do it one night, But I had to stand on a crate,‘Cos I couldn’t reach the letterbox, but I 

will by the time I’m eight”

How well did you portray the 

character? what choices did 

you make as an actor to 

develop the role?

What was your weakness 

during this performance and 

how could you improve these?

Self Evaluation



TASK

Level 2- Performing Arts Theory

What do you know already about the performing arts
industry?

Draw lines to link the descriptions to the correct venues.

Venue name Description of venue

The Glynn Sharp 
Repertory Theatre

This venue is where touring 
theatre companies are most 

likely to perform.

Benbridge Arena

You can see a range of events 
at this venue including music, 

theatre, dance, as well as 
visual arts exhibitions.

The Royal Theatre
You might also see sports 

events at this venue.

Benbridge Arts
This venue has an ensemble 

that creates productions.

What is a director?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

__________________________

What is a musical director?

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

__________________________

What is a choreographer? 

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________

__________________________



TASK

Level 2- Performing Arts Theory

Job roles and areas Description

Box office
The entrance hall of the theatre where the 

café or bar is often found.

Auditorium
The place where you can buy tickets and get 

information about future productions.

Usher
The person who sells tickets either face to 

face or over the phone.

Foyer
Where the audience sits during the 

performance.

Front of house manager
The person who checks tickets and shows the 

audience to their seats.

Box office assistant
The person who has overall responsibility for 

front of house areas.

Front of House - Match the following job roles and front of house areas with the correct 
descriptions.

Why is it necessary to have a rehearsal schedule? What 
might happen if a production didn’t have one?
________________________________________

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
______________

What is a venue?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

What is a receiving theatre?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

What is an arts centre?

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

What is a multi-use space?

________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

What is a production company?

What is a touring performance company?

________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________



USEFUL LINKS & RESOURCES



WORK EXPERIENCE

Work Experience

It is currently a requirement, that every student will 
need to complete at least 3 days of work experience.

Gaining meaningful work experience is very important, 
especially in the Performing Arts Industry where your 
network of contacts can be crucial to you gaining 
future employment.

Your task is to explore potential opportunities to 
organise works experience for next year. You could 
research using google, Facebook, Instagram etc.  

Collate your research in to a 
table so that you can clearly 
see the workplaces and roles 
you could undertake within 
each them relevant to the 

industry. 



GET IN TOUCH

FOLLOW OUR COURSE SPECIFIC PAGES HERE:

FOR ANY HELP OR COURSE 
INFORMATION PLEASE EMAIL:

PerformingArts@nscg.ac.uk

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL:

@NSCGNewcastle

@nscgnewcastle

@NSCGNewcastle

/NSCGNewcastle

@NSCGStafford

@nscgstafford

@NSCGStafford

/NSCGStafford

@NSCGPAC

www.facebook.com/nscgpac

mailto:performingarts@nscg.ac.uk
http://www.facebook.com/NSCGNewcastle
http://www.instagram.com/nscgnewcastle
http://www.twitter.com/NSCGNewcastle
http://www.youtube.com/NSCGNewcastle
http://www.facebook.com/NSCGStafford
http://www.instagram.com/nscgstafford
http://www.twitter.com/NSCGStafford
http://www.youtube.com/NSCGStafford
http://www.facebook.com/NSCGNewcastle
http://www.facebook.com/nscgpac

